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.ABSTRACT: Studies in the area of scieııce educatioıı
report that children construct alterııati ve frameworks to

desribe scientific notions. This study is intended to deseri-
be first year university s tudeıı ts

,
ideas, at Balikesir Univer-

sity Necatibey Edncatioıı Faculty, 011magııetic force relati-

ons between two current carrying conductors, to offer iıı-
terpretations of the learning barriers aııd to reveal the deve
lopment of stndents' scientific knowledge on the subject
during a period of formal teaching at Balikesir University
Necatibey Education Faculty.

In the study, pre, post and delayed post tests were ad-
ministered to 95 students involved and related lectures we-
re observed nsing non-participant approach. Finally, semi-
structııred interviews were conducted with 8 selected stu-

dents. The analyses of data showed that the majority of the
level of students' understanding did not change much over
teaching and the detccted misconceptions on the learnt con-
cepts before teaching found to be existing after teaching.
Implications of the findings are discussed and suggestions
are made for teachers and cumculum develapers.

Keywords: science education, alternative frameworks, Level
of understanding, misconceptions

ÖZET: Fen Eğitiminde yapılan araştırmalar öğrencile-

rin çeşitli kavramları tanımlamada alternatif kavramlar kul-
landıklarını göstenniştir. Bu çalışmada, Balıkesir Üniversi-

tesi Necatibey Eğitim Fakültesi Fizik Eğitimi Bölümü 1. sı-
nıf öğrencilerinin akım taşıyan iletkene etkiyen manyetik

kuvvet konusunda görüşlerini öğrenmek, konu ile ilgili
kavramları anlamalarında karşılaştıkları güçlükleri belirle-

mek ve öğretim sonrası öğrenmelerindeki değişimin ince-
lenmesi amaçlanmıştır.

13u amaçla, ön-test, son-test ve gecikmiş son-test söz
konusu fakültenin 1. sınıfındaki 95 öğrenciye uygulanmış
ve ilgili konuya ait dersler katılımsız gözlem metoduyla iz-
lenmiştir. Ayrıca testleri cevaplayan 95 öğrenci arasından 8

öğrenci ile yarı-yapılandırılmış görüşmeler yapılmıştır. El-

de edilen verilerin analizi sonucu öğrencilerin büyük bir
çoğunluğunun öğrenme düzeylerinde değişme olmadığı ve

konunun öğretiminden önce saptanan kavramsal yanılgıla-
rın öğretim sonrası da devam ettiği görülmüştür. Verilerin

analizinden elde edilen bulgular tartışılarak öğretmenlere
ve program hazulayıcılarına bazı önerilerde bulunulmuş-
tur.

Anahtar Sözcükler: fen eğitimi, alternatif kavramlar, öğren-

me düzeyleri, kavramsal yanılgılar

1. INTRODUCTION

Concern with the nature and development
of understandingin physics learners has been of
interest to science educators for many years.
One prominent dimension of this concern is the
consideration of ideas about selected scientific
concepts that students bring to classes. These
studentideas have been described by a variety of
labels: preconceptions, alternative frameworks,
misconceptions and naive theories.

Many studies in the area of physics educati-
on reportthat children construct their own ideas
of natural phenomena even before formal scho-
ol teaching takes place (Driver, 1983; Driver &
Erickson, 1983). These ideas or 'everyday con-
cepts' are developed in informal contexts outsi-
de of schooL.Here, children mainIy try to make
sense of the world aroundthem from their expe-
rience, their prior knowledge and linguistic
background (Driver, Guesne, Tiberghien, 1985).

One of the main aims of teaching science is
to enable studentsto develop a scientific unders-
tanding of the natural world in which they live.
Such a development in understanding through
schooling can be managed by providing an ef-
fective 'leaming environment' (Redish & Stein-
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berg, 1999) involving students in constructing,
reconstructing and modifying aIready existing
ideas.

2. AIMS OF THE RESEARCH

The study aims to monitar the learning of
first year physics undergraduates as they prog-
ress through a taught course on electromagne-
tism. The aims of the studyare:

. To identify the initial ideas held by stu-
dents before undertaking a course on the
topic of magnetic force relations between
current carrying conductors;

9 To explore shifts in such ideas as the co-
urse progresses;

. To evaluate the consistency of these ideas
by probing them in different scientific
contexts;

. To identify conceptual difficulties or 1ear-
ning barders encountered by students;

. To consider the impIications of the rese-
arch findings for teaching and learning of
elcctromagnetism.

3. RATlONALE OF THE STUDY AND
A REVIEW OF LlTERATURE

There are several reasons for undertaking
this study. Firstly, magnetic force relations is a
topic of science which can be demonstrated
practically, however, it is an area of physics
which contains difficu1t conceptual ideas due to
its abstract nature. Consequently, understanding
of the topic can become a source of confusion
and memorisation without comprehension.

Secondly, the topic is traditionallycovered in
the second year (year 10) of secondary schools.
This gives the researcher an opportunity to in-
vestigate the learnt concepts before the teaching
of the subject starts at the universityand to mo-
nitor students' subsequent progress through the-
ir training.

Thirdly, much of the research in students'
understandingof scientific concepts has focused
on school-age pupils with less attention on uni-

versity students (Driver, Leach, Millar, Scott,
1996). Therefore, this study is aimed to investi-
gate the ideas students bring to physics classes,
what is involved in the teaching of the topic and
what the students had learnt after the course at
university .

Finally, the relative lack of research into stu-
dents' understandingof magnetic force relations
encouraged the researcher to enter into the
study. Additionally, research into the develop-
ment of ideas in terms of how they change after
encountering a stroctured sequence of physics
teaching in a school science course has not been
investigated. For these reasons, the researcheris
interested in reveaIing the impact of the taught
university course on students' learning of mag-
netic force relations.

The recent pubIications in the area that could
be traced were that of GaIiIi (1995) and Paulus
and Treagust (1991). Galili (1995) administered
paper and pencil tests to high school students
and prospective teachers aged between 16 and
30. A series of tasks was set in this studyand
one involved a current carrying wire in the vici-
nity of two magnetic poles. The students were
asked to showall the forces exerted on each
component of the system. A striking feature was
that only 3% of all students showed correctly a
force appIied to the magnet. In anather study,
Paulus and Treagust (1991) found that only 17%
of students aged 16 years explained that a cur-
rent carrying wire can exert a force on anather
adjacent current carrying wire. Paulus and Tre-
agust (1991) suggest that since the demonstrati-
ons of the force on the current carrying conduc-
tor in the field of a magnet are performed qu-
ickly, students do not have time to register the
various directions involved in their mind.

4.METHODOLOGY
Changes in students' understandingof mag-

netic force relations were monitored during the
e1ectromagnctismcourse using the pre, post and
dc1aycd posttcts, non-participantclassroomob-
servation, and semi-structured interviews
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Pre and post tests were administeredto me-
asure the growth of understanding during the
1ecture period while the delayed post test was
administeredto probe the longer term understan-
ding of the students. The core of data collection
lies with the pre, post and delayed post tests.
This is where the main body of information was
collected.

Most of the questions used in the tests we-
re in the form of a multiple choice question fol-
lowed by an opcn ended part which gave stu-
dents freedom to express their ideas and requ-
ired an explanation for their predictions to the
multiple choice part. All 3 tests were administe-
red to 95 first-year physics studentsin Necatibey
Education Faculty at Balikesir University.

The researcher observed the relcvant lectures
to lcarn when and how the main ideas were co-
vercd. An observation method was used to deta-
il the nature of the teaching intervention during
12 sessions. The main aim of the observations
was to study the interactions between the lectu-
rer and the students to see what teaching activi-
ties and learning opportunities were presented
and how the students responded to those activi-
ties. A simplc observation schedule which was
easy to code was thercfore developed. The class
that was involved in the observation included a
total of 95 students of mixed abilities.

Finally, semi-structured tape-recorded in-
terviews with sclected 4 volunteer students allo-
wed further investigation of depth of studentun-
derstanding throughout the course.

Students' understandingswere probed during
interviews with demonstration experiments
which were set up beforehand. These experi-
ments were useful to gather information about
students' spontaneous reasoning provoked by
the visual effect and also to trace progress in stu-
dent~' ideas through discussion with the researc-
her. Demonstrations first started with students'
predictions after introdueing the equipment and
then continued with their explanations for the
phenomena or with working on a piece of paper
to depict the related situations.

The lengths of the conducted interviews va-
ried between 25 and 35 minutes, depending on
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the detail of responses, being largely determined
by the studentsthemselves.

5. RESULTS
5.1 Teaching Interactions
A quite detailed record of the teaching pro-

cesses was collected and it indicated a very cle-
ar pattem. This pattem showed that the lecturer
was talking many times and there was not much
interaction between the lecturer and the stu-
dents. Additionally, there was no significant dif-
ference between the teaching from one lecture to
the next for all of the different lectures observed.

In all of the 12 observed lectures, only 3 stu-
dents interacted with the lecturer by asking qu-
estions and this was on only 3 occasions. For
most of the 85 minutes of each lecture the stu-
dents were busy following the lecture and cop-
ying notes. When asked to give their opinions
about how the lecturers had influenced their un-
derstandingof the main concepts all studentssa-
id they had an average understandingof the lec-
ture. The reasons given ranged from the lack of
a link between the abstract physics examples
and every day life, low studentpartieipationand
the balance between theory and experimental
work.

Questions asked by the lecturer did not pro-
mote students' interaction with the lecturer, the
blackboard or the textbook. However, the
strengths of the interaction patterns can be sum-
marized as follows:. Teaching was carried out systematically

and there was a careful build up of the
concepts,

. The lecturer reviewed the topics covered
earHer and made Hnks with the recently
taught ideas. In doing this he also set the
target in terms of learning objectives for
topies to be taught.

On the other hand, the most obvious weak-
ness of the lccture events was the lack of invol-
vement of the students. The missing thing about
the lectures was that the lecturer did not really
ask questions, give opportunities and encourage
students to negotiate or discuss ideas between
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themsclves. Students had few chances to ask
their own questions. Apart from these;

. Most of the lecturc time was spent on sol-
ving abstract problems which were not-
hing more than using related equations
with given numerical values.

. The lecturer attcmpted to make links bet-
ween concepts or subtopics but not ade-
quatcly to influence meaningfullearning.

~ A1thoughthe language used was clear, the
lecturer was most of the times facing the
blackboard rather than addressing the stu-
dents.

. The lecturer did not give anyassignment
to evaluate the students' learning.

In the following section, the extent of the stu-
dents' learning which followed from these lectu-
res wi11be examined in detaiL.

5.2 The Analysis ofStudents' Responses to
Tests

Students' explanations concerning the mag-
netic forces between two current carrying con-
ductors were analysed. The same question was
used through all the 3 tests and responses to the
question were again in two parts. In part (a), stu-
dents were asked to predict the correct option
and in part (b) they were asked to write their
explanations for their predictions. Figure 1
shows the question used in pre, post and delayed
post tests.
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A suspended rectangular wire frame and straight wire of infinite
length are in the same plane as can be seen in the figure above. The
frame is stationary. Current intensities are iı (produced by the battery
on frame) for the frame and iz for the straight wire. If the intensity of
current iz is increased the frame moves.

a) Which one of the following sentences best describes the movement of frame?
A. Moves up
B. Moves down Letter
C. Moves in the direction of iz
D. Remains stationary My selection is:
E. Rotates around yy' axis

b) My reason for choosing this answer is because:

Figurc 1. A suspended rectangular wire frame above a current carrying straight wire of infinite length.

This question was uscd for two purposes.
The first one was to find out whether students
wcre able to detine the magnetic field of a cur-
rent carrying straight conductor and whether
they were aware of the varying strengthof the fi-
eld with distance. Secondly, it checked whether
studentsrecognised mutual magnetic forces bet-
ween current carrying conductors.

The analysis was carried out in two phases:
Firstly, the distribution of the number of stu-
dents se1ectingcach of the options in the multip-
le choice part and the nature of students' expla-
nations of their predictions were ana1ysed.

5.2.1 Responses to Multiple Choice Items
Table 1 shows the numberof studentspredic-

ting the options in response to the multiple cho-
ice part.

First of all, the number of students selecting
the correct option increases slightly after inst-
mction. In fact, this option was the second most
common option in the pre and post tests. Howe-
ver, in the delayed post test there is a 50% incre-
ase in the number of students who predicted the
correct option which became the most common
alternatiye.



Pre, post and ddayed post DeL.

Instruction Pre Post Post

A. Moves up 48 39 33

B. Moves down 27 32 48

C. Moves in the direction of i2 1 4 O

D. Remains stationary 5 11 2

E. Rotates around yy' axis 14 9 12

TYPE OF RESPONSE Test Type (N =95)

Levels A. Scientifically Acceptable Arguments Pre Post- Delayed

ı. Full Argument Test Test Post Test.

Increase in current -, increase in B field

Right - hand rule .+ directian of B field

6 Current carıying frame in a B field n' experience magnetİc forces i i 2

Right - hand rule-> directian of forces

B field intensity reduces wİth distance -, force on lower side is bigger

2. Part of Argument

a. Response refers to full explanation of Right - hand role

Increase in current -+ increase in B field

5 Right - hand rule n' directian of B field O i O

Current carrying frame in a B field --, experience magnetic forces

Right - hand rule -, directİon of forces

4 b. Response refers to increase in B field and linking that increase to magnetic forces on the frame

Increase in current... increase in B field

Right - hand rule'" directian of B field 2 5 4

Current carrying frame in a B field -, experience magnetic forces

c. Response refers to inerease in B field and the direction of that B field using Right - hand rule

3 Increase in current -+ increase in B field 3 3 3

Right - hand rule -+ directian of B field

2 d. Response refers to only inerease in B field

Increase in current --+increase in B field 4 2 3

B. Scientifically Unacceptable Arguments 10 12 12
ı. Response Related to Magnetic (B) Field and Forees

Rcsponse such as those relating the mavement directian of frame to:

. B fields' directions or mutual interaetİons between B fields which were

produccd by framc and/or straight wire in wrong directions 27 28 18

. mutual/balancing magnetİc forces which have unknown source and/or

wrong directions for frame and wire 23 27 32

1 . unbalanccd H field lines or flux passing through the centre of frame 8 6 II

. no magnetİc effect of straight wire or no functİon of increased field 3 i 2

2. Response Related to Other Ideas 61 62 63

Rcsponsc such as those relating the mavement directİon of frame to:

. balancing currents and their directİons flowing in the conductors LO ıo 13

. E field or E force produced by wire and frame 8 3 3

. directİons of balancing currents and mutual electric forces 6 8 4

24 21 20

ı\n lnvestigation of First Year University Studennts' Understanding of Magnetic Force Relations Between
Two Current Carrying Conductors A Case Study: Balıkesir University, Faculty of Education

Table 1. Distribution of predietions.

* Shaded row shows the eorreet option
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As ean be seen in Tab1e 1, option A is elıosen
most often in the pre and post tests, the numbers
decreasing after instruction.

5.2.2 Analysis of Students' Explanations
The following section examines students' re-

asoning in response to the open ended partof the
question. The complete list of the students' re-
asoning and the number of students in each res-
ponse category are shown in Table 2.

The fırst analysis of the students' responses

Table 2. Summaıy of forms of arguments given in response to "magnetic lorce relations" question
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was in terms of whether they suggested scienti-
fically acceptab1c arguments in response to this
question. The scientifically acceptable argu-
ments are coded into five different levels in
terms of their 1cvel of sophistication. Levels 2 to
6 are allocated for scientifically acceptable argu-
ments with inercasing completeness and the full
argument in level 6 involves all the steps as
shown in Table 2.

The lowest level (LevelI) represents the sci-
entifically unacceptable explanations given by
students. Responses in this level were divided
into two groups. The fırst group comprises the
ideas referring to magnetic fields and forces but
are judged scientifically unacceptable in respon-
sc to this question. The second group consists of
the responses involving ideas about electricity.

While 27 students predicted the correct opti-
on in the multiple choice part, only LOstudents
gaye scientifically acceptable explanations prior
to instructian. In addition, there is 1ittle change
in the number or leveI of students' scientifically
acceptab1c rcsponses with instructian (from LO
to 12). After teaching, one student, but not the
same student as in the pre test, gaye a full expla-
natian of the phenomenon. While nobody made
the full explanation of right hand rule (Level 5)
in the pre test, 1 student gaye this level of expla-
nation.

Prior to teaching, 85 students suggested sci-
entifically unacceptable arguments of which 61
referred to magnetic fields and forces ideas whe-
reas 24 students related their ideas to electric
concepts (Table 2). In responses rcIated to mag-
netic fields and forces group, the most frequent
response category (27 students)is the one which
explains the mavement directian of the frame in
terms of magnetic tlclds' directions or mutual
interactions between the straight wire's and the
rectangular frame's fields. For example:

"Both rectangular frame and the straight wi-
re produce magnetic fields out of paper plane.
lncrease in current intensity in the straight con-
duclOr alsa inLTeases straight wire'sjield an the
frame. Since bothfields are in the same directi-
on, increased current destroy the balance bet-

ween two fields. The frame will encounter with
more repulsive force and be moved upwards"
(Student 34)

The same rcsultant motion of the frame was
explained in a different way by same students in
this category. They aIl~wered the question in
terms of the straight wire' s magnetic field direc-
tion rather than the interaction between two con-
ductors' fields. A typical response of these stu-
dents would be:

"Magnetic field due to current i2 will be up-
wards. When we increase this current, theframe
will move in the direction of the straight conduc-
tor's field, so it moves up" (Student 25)

As can be seen from these two examp1cs, stu-
dents were focusing on just one part of the
system by referring only to current i2 and the fi-
eld around the straight wire produced by current

i2 . There is no reference to interactionbetween
the straight wire's magnetic field and the elect-
ric current carrying frame in that field to identify
the force on the frame.

23 students provided explanations in terms of
magnetic forces which have an undefined sour-
cc or wrong directions, without making referen-
cc to magnetic fields. They mixed up the field
and force and responded that conductor follows
the directian of magnetic field:

"Here, an upwards magneticforce is applied
by current i2 on the frame and a downwards
force is applied by current i1 on the straight wi-
re are equal initially thus the frame is stati-
onary.lf the current i2 is increased, the balan-
ce of these forces is ruined. Since we ruined this
balance by contributing the force produced cur-
rent i2

'
rectangular frame will move in the di-

rection ofmagneticforce applied by straight wi-
re. Therefore, theframe moves up by dominated
force on itself' (Student 61)

This suggests that students do not differenti-
ate magnetic field and force.

After completion of the electromagnetism
unit 83 students' responses were classifıed as
containing scientifically unacceptable explanati-
ons. Of the 83 students (87%),62 students pro-
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posed scientificaHy unacceptable ideas related
to magnetic fields and forces (TabI c 2). In the
first response category of this group, which re-
fers to magnetic tields' directions, students we-
re basicaHy unable to conceptua1ise the formati-
on of magnetic field around the current carrying
straight conductor and the responses feH into the
same pattcm as were exemp1ified in the pre inst-
ruction data.

So mc students also justified themselves by
referring to different magnetic force(s) ideas
from the pre test rcsponses. For example:

"If current i2 is increased, magnetic forces
applied by straight wire to the frame increases.

if we apply right hand rule to the frame, we see
that net force on the frame is zero due to up-
wards force on upper side, downwards force on
lower side and leftwards and rightwards forces
on the left and right sides of the frame respecti-
vely. Although increa.~e in current i2 will incre-
ase the value of mag netic forces on each side of
theframe, resultantforce will be zero. Thus, the

frame stays stationary" (Student 42)

Tn this extract app1ication of the right hand
ru1c to the question was correct but the student
did not analyse the variation of the magnetic fi-
eld and hence the force with distance. Similar
sorts of ideas, as those which wc re exemp1ified
in the analysis results of the pre test question, ca-
mc up in the rest of the students' responses in
this category.

Almost the same number of students (63) res-
ponded in the delayed post test compared to the
post test (62 students) in terms of unacceptable
magnetic fields and forces ideas. Students expla-
ining the movement of the frame in terms of mu-
tual or balancing magnetic forces increased by 5
to 31 and made this category the most common
category in the delayed post test.

The most common response category which
inc1udes magnetic fields' directions or mutual
interactions between these fields in pre and post
tests was the second most common (18 students)
category in ddayed post test. A different respon-
se from the pre and post test responses appeared:

"Current in the frame produces a magnetic
field into paper plane between the frame and
straight conductor. Current flowing in the stra-
ight wire produces a magnetic field out of paper
plane above itself. if initially the frame is stati-
onary then the values of inwards and outwards
magneticfields are equal. When we increase the
intensity of current i2

'
outwards magneticfield

due to the straight conductor will increase and
move the frame up" (Student 55)

Although the directions of the fields were
carrect, the student adopted the unacceptable
idea of fields' interaction.

Pre instruction, ideas are drawn upon from
the concept area of electricity by 24 students. In
this group, the most comman category relates
the mavement directian of the frame to the cur-
rents' directions flowing in the straight wire and
in the rectangular frame. For example:

"Conductors carrying currents in the same
direction repel each other whereas conductors
carrying currents in opposite direclions attract
each other. Currents iı and i2 balance themsel-
ves white the frame is stationary. When the cur-
rent i2 is increased mutual magnetic forces bet-
ween the conductors increase and the repulsive

force on the frame becomes superior to the att-
ractive force. Thus, the frame moves up" (Stu-
dent 17)

Students following this line of argument ma-
inly assumed that the currents in the lower secti-
on of the frame and in the straight wire are in the
same directian thus they repel each other.

An interesting kind of reasoning in this cate-
gory was given by anather couple of students
who used the term 'current' instead of magnetic
field by applying the right hand rule to two con-
ductors:

"Straight conductor of injinite length produ-
ces a current which is out of paper plane and
can befound by using right hand rule. On the ot-
her hand, rectangular frame also produces a
current into the paper plane. Since these current
flow in opposite direction both conductors will
repel each other" (Student 69)
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These references to the word' current' could
be made unconsciously however several stu-
dents responded in the same way referring to the
pattem of 'outwards/inwards current' in their
responses.

in the post test, the same pattem of responses
as pre test responses appeared. Once again, most
of the students referred to current in the bottom
section of the frame and in the straight wire with
their directions. On the whole, after instruction
21 students responded with ideas in this group
which represents a slight decrease by 3 students
compared to pre test results (Table 2).

Delayed post instructian, 20 students propo-
sed ideas related to electricity and there was no
particular response including a different idea
from the pre and post test results.

The main points emerging from the analysis
of students' rcsponses to all 3 tests are:

1. The numberof studentsgiying scientit1-
cally acceptab1c responses did not change much
with instructian. Indecd, 2 students were added
to this group in the post test and these 12 stu-
dents comprised 12% of the whole samp1c. Af-
ter teaching, the quality of the rcsponses did not
change in terms of the number of elements con-
tained and students gathered in the lower levels
of the scientifically acceptable argumentsgroup.

2. [n both tests, a large proportion of stu-
denl'; (89% in the pre test and 87% in post test)
suggested scientifically unacceptable ideas rela-
ted to magnetic and elcctric concepts. In obser-
ving the pre and post test data, recurring prob-
lcms identified from students' rcsponses were
those of:

i) singlc field model in which most students
focus on only current i2 and explain the
mavement ofthe frame in terms ofthe di-
rection of magnetic field produced by
current i2

'ii) confusion of magnetic field with magne-
tic force,

iii) correctly applying flux linkage argu-
ments,

iv) basing explanations solely on the relative
directions of currents in both conductors

to each other,
v) confusion between current and field in

terms of the terminology used.
3. In this question, both the directions of

magnetic field and forces are required but stu-
dents often failed to deseribe the direction of
magnetic forces on the frame. Although, same
students in scientifically acceptable arguments
identified the directian of magnetic field, they
found difficulty in using this knowledge to spe-
cify the magnetic force's directian using the
right hand rule.

5.2.3 Progrcss in Lcarning of Individuals:
Analysis of Changes in Individuals' Idcas

So as to examine the changes in students'
ideas between pre to post and post to delayed
post tests, changes between levels for individual
students were examined. Figure 2 shows the
shifts in the explanations of 95 students across
the six levels for pre, post and delayed post inst-
ructions.

The main feature of the representationin Fi-
gure 2 is that 85 students proposed scientifically
unacceptable responses (Level i) in pre test and
79 students were stilI responding in the same le-
vel without apparent1ybeing affected by instruc-
tion. it is alsa striking that 77 students did not
change their unacceptable ideas from post to de-
layed post teaching. For example, student 46
wrote in her pre test:

"Frame remains stationary since electric fi-
elds produced by both conductors are parallel to
each other and outwards" (Student 46)

After instructian her response was:

"As the current i2 is increased, magnetic
force surrounding the straight wire increases
which rotates the frame around yy' axis" (Stu-
dent 46)

Here, she refers to magnetic field as magne-
tic force and refers to the same concept in the
delayed post test:

"According to right hand rule, magneticfor-
ce encircles the current carrying straight con-
ductor. Thus, theframe rotates around yy' axis"
(Sturlent46)
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Figure 2 Analysis of changes in respündents' ideas.
Movement across levels of responses of individual
studcnts to the question.

lt is noticeable from Figure 2 that instruction
caused 8 (1+2+1+1+1+1+1) students to make
progressive shifts. Apart from the movement ma-
de by 2 students (22 and 69) from level 1 to level
3, all progressi ve shifts from level 1 to allother
higher lcvels involve one student. For example,
student 63, who made sigoificant progress from
levcl i to 6, wrote in his pre instruction test:

"Wires carrying currents in the same directi-
on attract each other whereas they repel them-
selves if they carry currents in opposite directi-
ons. Here, the lower side of the frame, which
carries current in the same direction with stra-
ight wire, is closer to this wire than the upper si-
de. Since the attractive force on lower side is do-
minated on repulsive force on upper side, it mo-
ves the frame down" (Student 63)

After teaching his response was:

"Current i2 constitutes a magnetic field out
of paper plane where the rectangular frame is

located. in this magnetic field each side of the
frame experiences magneticforces which can be
found using right hand rule. Since the leftwards
and rightwardsforces on the left and rightfrag-
ments of the frame respectively are equal and in
oppOJite directiom, they cancel each other.
Downwards force on the lower section is bigger
than upwards force on the upper section of the
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frame. This is beca use the magnetic field's in-
tensity decreases as the distance from the cur-
rent carrying conductor increases. This will al-
so cause the decrease in the strength of the mag-
netic force. By taking into account these points
and considering the net for ce on the frame. it
should move down" (Student 63)

However, like the other 9 (1+1+2+1+2+2)
regressing students he reverted to level 1 in the
delayed post test.

"Magneticfield produced by current i2 in the
straight wire is out of paper plane above the wi-
re and into the paper plane below the wire. In
addition, the lower side of the frame produces
inwards magnetic field where the straight wire
is located. Since these two fields between the
frame and wire are opposite to each other, they
attract themselves and the frame moves down"
(Student 63)

There were 5 (1+1+1+2) students showing
lower level responses after teaching than before
teaching. For example, student 72 gaye a res-
ponse referring to increase in magnetic field and
linked that increase to magnetic forces on the
frame (Level 4) in the pre-test but she regressed
to presenting scientifically unacceptable argu-
ments at Level 1 with instruction. The picture is
one of the instability and uncertainty of unders-
tanding of these concepts.

it is interesting that there is a progressive
shift over the time of post to delayed post testing
performed by 7 (1+1+2+3) students. Apart from
these, the majority of the students responded at
levei 1 through all 3 tests.

5.3 A Case Study: Investigating The Status
of One Student's Ideas

In this part, an individual interview will be
used to uncover one student's ideas at different
stages of the teaching. Since it would not be pos-
sible to report data gathered from all 4 students
only 1 student, Seda, who did not progress with
instruction has been seleeted to exarnine chan-
ges in her thinking.

Seda almost always revealed scientifically
unacceptable ideas despite teaching. She used
the idea of fields' interaction during the intervi-
cw which is conducted to analyse her represen-
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tatian of the forces on currents. A foil about 1
cm wide and 1 m long was cut and its ends we-
re secured to two elip component holders. Two
magnets were hcld above and below the centre
of the foil strip with a mild steel yoke. A current
of about 2A was passed in the east-west directi-
an and the foil is moved northwards.

1: llow do you explain the movement of the
foil when i switch on the d.c supply?

S: This is also related to the directions of
magnetic and electric fields. When magnets are
stuck inside the U shaped steel yoke, magnets'
field flows in the yoke. Moreover, there is an
electric field produced by current carrying foil.
This can be fo und by using right hand rule whi-
le the thumb shows the direction of current flow,
curledfour fingers shows the electricfield's di-
rection. In sum, there is an interaction between
the two fields and electric field producing foil,
which is tensed northwards, tries to go away

from the magnets' magneticfield.

In order to probe what she meant by the inte-
raction between two conductors, discussion co n-
tirlUed on another demonstration where two pa-
rallel aluminium foils are connected in series
and carry currents in opposite directions when
the switch is on.

i: What happens when I switch on the d.c vol-
tage supply?

S: Foil on the right carries a current down-
wards and produces an inwards electdc field on
its left side according to right hand rule. On the
other hand, an upwards current passes in thefo-
i! on the lefi which also creates an inwards
electric field on its right side. Since both produ-
cedfields are in the same direction,joils altract
each other.

i: Would you say that the foi!s attract one
another if two fields are outwards between two?

S: Yes, I would. if one field is inwards and
another is outwards however they repel each ot-
her. I imagine each foil as a magnet. The flow
direction of currents in the foils corresponds to
the currents flowing inside parallel placed two
magnets whose opposite posifive and negative
poles faces each other. Sin ce the opposite poles
altract, these foils should get closer.

Later on the interviewer switched on the po-
wer and demonstrated that two parallel foils re-
pelled each other. She then explains that field li-
nes produced in the same direction by both foils
repel each other since they cannot intersect bet-
ween the foils.

Despite teaching Seda still argues that a cur-
rent carrying foil produces an electric field and
she likens inwards field lines to the current of
water in a waterfal1. According to her, in order
to allow the water (electric field lines) to flow,
the foils should move apart to provide enough
space for water to be poured. She then makes a
generalisation using the waterfall analogy that
conductors carrying currents in opposite directi-
ons never attract each other. During the intervi-
ew, Seda has not recognised that a force on the
foil is created due to the presence of that foil in
the magnetic field of the other adjacent coi1. He-
re, she concentrates on the region between two
conductors.

As a final part of the interview, Seda was İn-
terviewed about anather demonstration experi-
ment based around a conducting rod, which is
placed at right angIes onto two parallel wires and
two magnets held above and below the parallel
wires with a steel yoke in between the paralle1wi-
res. When the current flows through the parallel
wires, the rod conductor moves along a pair of
conductors as long as it is situated between the
magnets since a magnetic force wi1l act upon İt.
The equipmentused was introducedto Seda and
the interview startswith Seda's prediction.

i: What do you expect to see if a d.c current
is given to the conductors?

S: Movable conductor and the other paral-
lel wires produce electric fields since they carry
a current. Magnets also create a magneticfield.

i: OK. Go on.
S: Both electric and magnetic fields interact.

if the small rod is inside the magnetic field, it
may be forced to move upwards or downwards.
For example, if the magnetic field is directed
from up to down, then the rod moves in the mag-
nene fields directionbut if it is outofmagnetic
field area there will be no interaction and the
rod stays stationary.
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When asked about the function of the current
driven from the d.c voltage supply she com-
ments that current' s directian defines the orien-
tation of the electric field produced by the rod
conductar and if the magnets' magnetic field oc-
curs in the same directian as the electric field
then the rod is thought to be maving in the fi-
eld' s directian as in the case of a charged partic-
le maving in the electric field' s directian. Howe-
ver if two fields are in the opposite directions,
she considers them to be cance11ing each other
and 1eave the rod motionIess.

The interviewer switched on the vo1tage
supply and the rod placed between the magnets
moved along the paraHel wires contrary to what
she said. The interviewer tums to Seda and asks:

1: The rod did not move upwards but rolled
leftwards. What do you reckon?

S: Recause there is an interaction between the
electricfield produced by the current and magne-
tic field due to magnets. Rod wants to move to a
point where there is no such an interaction. Thus,
it tries to escape from the magnetic field.

1: Do you think the rod moves when i put it
out ofmagnets?

S: No. Because in the lack of magnetic field
there will not be an interaction between those
two fields and hence the rod remains stationary.

As can be seen from Seda's rcsponses, she
cannot offer a further explanation except the in-
teractian between two different fields. From
what she has written, there is a suggestion here
that she imagines magnetic field lines as having
a reality of their own and can cause an interaeti-
on with each other.

5.3.1 Outcomcs for Scda's Lcarning

There were same confused situations about
electric and magnetic fields. Indecd, throughout
the interviews there is elear evidence that Seda
associates an electric field with an electric current
and she associates a magnetic field with magnets.

Seda drew upon a range of ideas to help her
make sense of 'her own' model after teaching
and during this process a number of alternative
conceptlons wc re generatcd. The most striking
feature of Seda's thinking after teaching was her
use of a waterfan analogy which explains that
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paraHel two current carrying conductors' fields
interact with each other. This shows her strugg-
le to make sense of the right hand rule to expla-
in the magnetic force on a current carrying con-
ductor. Like many students Seda was stiH not
able to respondwith scientifically acceptable ar-
guments after teaching.

6. DISCUSSION AND IMPLlCATIONS
From the analysis, there was a wide range of

incorrect reasoning in response to this question
and it has been possible to identify a number of
difficulties which come forward. A significant
obstac1e for the conceptual understandingof the
phenomenon is that students found onlyone
magnetic force on the frame in fact there has to
be 4 different forces in terms of their directions
and strength. In addition, students mainly accep-
ted magnetic field lines as a source of force.
They used the single field model based on cur-
rent iZ onlyand referred to term 'magneticforce
lines' which indicates that the field' s directian
gives the directian of force. This led them to
conelude that the frame would move in the di-
rection of the magnetic field lines. This sart of
conftısion of magnetic force with magnetic field
was very comman. Students neglected the fact
that according to electromagnetic theory field
and force vectors are perpendicularto each other
and both cannot be in the same directian.

Same students referred to the reality of mag-
netic field lines and tried to make the idea of
magnetic interaction between the frame and the
straight wire conerete by saying things like ''fi-
elds in opposite directions between theframe
and straight wire apply repulsive forces to each
other and theframe moves up".

Responses framed in terms of electricity were
interesting.Studentsdecided the mavement of the
frame in terms of the current's directions in two
eonductors. These students might have been
promptedby thinking in terms of an algorithmin
which currentsrepel each other if theyare in op-
posite directionsbut attractif theyare in the same
directian. Furthermore,this idea may have come
from secondary school teaching. The students
know by hearta shortcut solutionwithoutassimi-
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lating the reasoning behind thatsolution. In other
words, the question of why currentcarrying con-
ductors in the same direction attract each other
cannotbe answered by these students.

The confusion of ideas in electricity with
electromagnetism was evident from the stu-
dents' responses. They thought that conductors
produce an electric field or electric force and in-
terpreted the frame' s movement in terms of the
direction of e1cctric fields or forees.

[n the 1ight of the overaU findings from stu-
dents' responses, there seems often to be a seri-
ous discrepancy between students' concepts and
the accepted scientific point ofview. Alternative
fralUeworks detected in this studyand other re-
search lUight be used as a starting point and as
an effective foundation for teaching. In some ca-
ses, it lUay be necessary to reveal students' pre-
vious experiences with the topic to make teac-
hing and learning processes effective in modif-
ying students' alternatiye frameworks.

The researcher be1ieves that students should
be made aware of their scientifically unacceptab-
le ideas involving confusions.For example, when
studentsare taught how a magnetic force acts on
a CUtTentcarrying conductor, it can be shown that
the magnetic field of another adjacent current
carrying conductor will not rotate it but it will
apply a magnetic force in one directionwhich can
be found using the right hand rule. In this stra-
tegy, students are cxposcd to a situation where
their alternatiye frameworks are confronted with
scientific concepts which in turnare supportedby
evidence through experimentation.This may put
students in a position where they have to defend
theirideas against the conflicting scientific obser-
vation or modify or replace their ideas.

The findings of the study suggest that curri-
culum developers in Turkey might be advised to
take students' alternatiye ideas into considerati-
on when planning and developing science curri-
cula. In designing the science curriculum the
areas of conceptual barriers to learning should
be identified and more time should be allocated
to focus on those identified conceptual difficul-
ties and to practical activities (Woolnough,
1991). This will help teachers to monitor the

changes in students' ideas and to diagnose the
meanings constructed by the students through
sharing of ideas.

The lectures in universities are mainly based
on chalk and talk teaching and the solving of
theoretical problems. On the other hand, the se-
condary school curriculum requires the teaching
of the topic with explanations based on practical
work. This shows that there is little coherence
between the teaching goals of secondary schools
and universities. Therefore, there is a need for
university lectures to be organised in a way that
builds more effectively on the secondary scien-
ce curriculum. A combined approach, which
provides the 1inksbetween the same topics, wo-
uld hopefuUy serve to better student understan-
ding of the area. In this sense, what is contained
in the university curriculum and what should be
rejected have to be examined carefuUy by com-
paring the secondary school and university cur-
ricula. This will help secondary science teachers
to improve the design and implementation of
their own teaching strategies gained during the-
ir pre-service training.
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